Friday 9th October 2015

Woodlands Academy
of Learning
Dear Parents and Carers,
Our week began with an unusual and exciting start…. The whole Academy was immersed in what the Department of
Education has termed fundamental British Values and is now embedded within the new National Curriculum. Mrs
Pavey, Mrs Graham and Mrs Lippit led a very exciting morning as children of all ages discussed their allocated theme
and reflected on what it meant to them: Leadership, Rule of law, Democracy, Respect and Belonging are some of the
themes that were contemplated. The children then designed a symbol or picture that summarised their thoughts that
was then painted onto acetate. All our children’s designs and reflections will be displayed on the
lower corridor for you to view in the coming weeks. Reverend Deakin and I visited every learning
room to hear children debating and considering their theme. We were impressed with the
children’s thoughts and designs - we hope you will be too.
We also celebrated Harvest Festival this week, thank you to all our families who donated Rugby is the theme!
produce. All the produce will be shared between our local care homes and Willenhall
Our Tag Rugby Team
food bank, thanks to your kindness our Academy will be able to make a difference to our
worked hard in an
local community.
inter-school competition,
Do you know anyone who is interested in training to be a teacher? As a school we work achieving 4 wins, 1 draw
closely with Ryders Hayes and Birmingham City University within the School Direct
and losing only one
Project which provides a high quality, ‘hands on’ school based experience approach to
match. Fantastic result
training and development. There are flyers in our Reception Foyer which contain more
detail for anyone who is interested.
Next week brings parent consultation and the annual book fair. We look forward to
seeing you in school to share your child/rens successes and areas they need to focus
on in order to continue their progress, that we can work on together.
Have a lovely weekend,
Mrs Newton

Dates for the Calendar
Travis The
Dog has
visited Woodlands this week with
Jack Bird in Y6 as his family raise
money for the charity Irish
Retriever Rescue. I heard he even
went for a sneaky swim!

12.10.15 - 15.10.15 Book Fair
13 and 14.10.15 Parent Consultations
14.10.15 10:20 3P Class Assembly
19.10.15 Y6 Residential Week
19.10.15 Explore and Discovery Week
20.10.15 EYFS Pumpkin Party
22.10.15 Y1 - Y6 Halloween Disco
26.10.15 Half Term

Y5 visited Selly Manor last Friday
to deepen their understanding of
the Tudors.

2.11.15 Training day
3.11.15 Children return to school

A group of year five children visited
Holy Trinity for Open Door. A day
of craft and spirituality that was
enjoyed by all. Our children were
exemplary in their manners and
behaviour. Well done Y5!

Every Monday we celebrate the achievements of our children
through the reward of certificates in our ‘Celebration of Learning Assembly’. There is always a lot
to celebrate and we can’t share all the certificate winners, but we thought you might like to know
who the children were that earned: Star Of The Week.
Class

Name

Reason

RE

Demi-Leigh Collins
Cole York
Logan Hobbs
Dixie Howarth

A super show and tell all about the transformer ‘Bumble Bee’.
Sharing his favourite book ‘Dear Zoo’ and telling us all the story.
His improved attitude towards learning. Logan tried hard to follow our golden rules all week.
Putting 100% into her RML. I am thrilled with the progress she has made in the short time she
has been at Woodlands.
For being a super teacher and showing a partner how to solve a number card problem using their
part, part whole in maths. Great work Harvey!
Writing a fantastic setting description using the PAD opener ‘In front of my house’ and the TAD
opener ‘After that’. Ruby also used the amazing adjectives gigantic, precious and colossal. Wow
Ruby!
For a super effort with his Maths work when using the part, part whole to solve addition problems. Well done!
For a super setting description of Jack and the Beanstalk using PAD openers and adjectives to
add detail Well done!
Creating a piece of art from nature in the style of Andy Goldsworthy.
For writing a great setting description of the Gruffalo woods.
A fantastic setting description of the Gruffalo’s deep, dark woods.
A very artistic ‘Art in Nature’ photograph. You thought carefully about what to photograph and
which angle to take it from.
Problem solving using doubling to find the solution.

RR

1G

Harvey Cooper
Ruby Gartshore

1H

Rylee Squire
Alfie Hale

2S
2A

Megan Woodbine
Ashley Smith
Luke Baker
Madison Riley

3P

William Clayton

3CP

Madison Westwood

4N

4R
5C
5T
6E

6P

Adebare Komolafe
Cordelia Preece
Malika Eite
Kru Davis
Kacey Gott
Georgia Dutton
Jake Riley
Jake Taylor
Eve Swift
Ellie Shakespeare
Lake Bateman
Cian Woodhall
Bethan Sidebotham

Using art straws to create a detailed, labelled skeleton of a dinosaur.
Excellent knowledge & enthusiasm towards fossils and rocks.
Trying extremely hard in her reading using beautiful expression. Because of this she has moved up
a stage.
Superb effort with her handwriting. You try so hard all the time.
Super predictions about a book during Guided Reading.
Fabulous descriptive writing using subordinate clauses.
Trying her best in Maths lessons. Brilliant understanding the grid method.
Using the grid method to multiply 3 by 2 digit numbers.
For the effort and care he puts into his writing on the Prince and the pauper.
Always being kind and a caring member of 5T.
Settling well into her new maths set. I have been very impressed by her application of the written
method for multiplication and division to the context of a problem.
Working extremely hard to write a fabulous diary entry using FL and emotive language.
A powerful, emotive ending to a diary entry in the role of Anne Frank.
Great use of FL and emotive language to write a diary entry in the role of Anne Frank.

What are the fundamental
British Values?
When the guidance was published on fundamental British Values
in November 2014, Lord Nash said:
A key part of our plan for education is to ensure children become
valuable and fully rounded members of society who treat others
with respect and tolerance, regardless of background.
We want every school to promote the basic British values of
democracy, the rule of law, individual liberty, and mutual respect
and tolerance for those of different faiths and beliefs.
This ensures young people understand the importance of respect
and leave school fully prepared for life in modern Britain.

